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ABOUT  THIS  HANDBOOK 

Please read all the sections thoroughly before asking any questions—most of them should be answered 

herein.  Most especially, read the rules.  By having signed up for the Lyceum Platform, you have agreed 

to abide by them.  The primary purpose of this handbook is to orient new members to the Lyceum.  If you 

do find you have a question which is not answered by the material contained below, please do send an 

email to kemple@cp-insight.com and I will do my best to answer as quickly as possible. 

mailto:kemple@cp-insight.com
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1. ABOUT THE LYCEUM  INSTITUTE 
 

1.1.  MISSION  STATEMENT 

The Lyceum Institute provides a digital environment dedicated to fostering 

the philosophical habit–of questioning the truth of things and the good of life–in all its 

members, as we collectively pursue the never-ending education of a truly mind-liberating 

nature.  Much of education depends upon the atmosphere in which we immerse 

ourselves, and, in the twenty-first century, we all inhabit a digital atmosphere.  The 

Lyceum Institute seeks a continual, communal, and thoughtful ennobling of that 

atmosphere. 

 

1.2.  SYNOPSIS 

The Lyceum Institute, founded in 2019, provides a digital environment of liberal learning.  At the 

center of this environment is the pursuit of philosophical habit: the habit of continually and 

recursively questioning our own understanding in order to grow ever more deeply-rooted in the 

truth; to discover principles, seek to know them better, and live by the illumination they provide. 

The Lyceum Institute seeks to aid its members pursuit of better habits, especially of careful 

thinking, and not just the preservation of truth, but its strengthening.  This is not a program, a 

course, a certification process, nor simply a place to find content for passive consumption, but 

rather something to become a part of one’s life: a digital medium that directs one towards the 

development of perfective human habits, rather than deviant ones; habits of humility, 

generosity, insightful interpretation, willingness to hear, ardor for the truth and deepening one’s 

understanding, security in forming one’s beliefs, contentment, and worldly detachment.  It is an 

enclave for thinking, differentiated from the world “outside” not by viewing it through a lens of 

gnosticism, but by instilling and maintaining a dispassionate devotion to the truth.  It is where 

one may go after having observed the chaos, the disorder, the blind ideological adherence, and 

the sophistical machinations of the wider “intellectual” world, to learn, study, think, and most of 

all converse with others following a common path.  It seeks the improvement of individual 

understanding through communal effort in fostering philosophical habit. 

Digital life allows for unique educational opportunity. For one needs to do more than merely read 

books or blogs or articles to become educated: education always being a matter of a certain 

training, which entails not only reading or passive consumption of information, but the 

interpretative processing of that which is received and—perhaps most importantly of all—a 
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critical conversation with others through which that interpretation may be refined and improved. 

No mind lives and thrives all on its own, and while reading the works of great writers is an 

encounter with their minds, it is one-directional only. Something more is needed—other persons, 

who bring not only their own minds, but all the minds they have read, all the minds they have 

encountered, in some way to your own. 

 

1.3.  THE  DIGITAL  FORUM 

Since the advent of social media, the narrative of digital life has been wrongly focused on its 

mass-communication capabilities: everyone trying to talk at everyone—hundreds, thousands, 

millions.  It is a narrative of noise: for information delivered at cross-purposes invariably fails to 

resolve into truth.  What is missed among all that noise is the capability of the internet to connect 

persons, one person to another, one person to a group, for one person to participate in a 

conversation with others.  There are potential connections among persons who would otherwise 

never meet, never have the opportunity to engage in a communal meeting of minds.  As college 

becomes increasingly expensive and increasingly focused on vocational and professional 

education—as it moves itself farther and farther away from the ideals of a liberal education which 

Newman advocated—and as we spend more and more of our lives in the digital sphere, there is 

both need and opportunity for a digital forum which provides a meaningful contact with the kind 

of education that helps us all to fulfill our humanity. 

For the Lyceum, this forum is provided by the Microsoft Teams application.  Teams is a flexible, 

fluid, cross-platform app that provides seamless integration of many other Microsoft services, 

including file sharing, video conferencing and recording, document editing, PDF reading, 

calendars, and more.  With both desktop and mobile versions, it allows for persistent 

communication and collaboration.  

 

1.4.  THE  CONVERSATION 

At the center of the Lyceum Institute’s existence is what we may call the Conversation: that is, 

the on-going communal inquiry into the truth of what is.  This inquiry is not any one specific 

discussion, but the continuity of our collective questioning.  Primarily, the Conversation is carried 

out in the common chat channels, by regularly-scheduled video chats, and by impromptu 

communication between members. 

The Conversation, made up of many smaller conversations—which meander through topics such 

as culture, politics, religion, art, literature, and, of course, philosophy—plays a pivotal role in the 

Lyceum’s pursuit of a liberal education for all its participants: for such an education occurs largely 

outside of any formal classroom or seminar setting.  Much of the development of the mind 

depends upon the environment, and our always-ongoing Conversation nourishes the growth of 
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the educational atmosphere which the Lyceum Institute provides: an environment free of noise 

and filled, instead, with thought, as well as both a kind of joy and a kind of beauty.  

Everyone is free to start a conversation, or to jump into one already in progress.  One can start a 

conversation about any file (resources, lecture recordings, documents, videos) or on any topic—

within reason, of course. 

 

2. CORE OFFERINGS 
 

2.1.  SEMINARS 

While the environment of the Lyceum Institute is not restricted to formal educational formats, 

regular seminars do provide specific, structured inquiries into topics of interest.  Each seminar 

centers around a determinate topic and follows an eight-week schedule, which unfolds within a 

dedicated seminar channel.  This allows for participants to delve into a topic with greater focus 

and rigor.  Topic-specific articles, videos, and other resources are compiled to provide a breadth 

of thinking about the issues, and participants are encouraged to make their own contributions in 

whatever format. 

Seminars are structured on a week-to-week basis, laid out in a syllabus, with each week 

containing: a curated reading selection; one 20-40 minute lecture recording from the seminar 

leader; and one 45+ minute discussion session, moderated by the seminar leader, where all 

participants may ask questions, give their interpretations, and collaboratively strive to 

understand the topic.  This presentation of lecture and discussion session combines a more 

traditional lecture-style of education with a dynamic interactive engagement from participants 

in a more time-flexible structure than that provided by traditional university education.  Even if 

participants cannot engage in the discussion sessions live, they may pose questions and 

interpretations via the Teams channel at their convenience.  Discussion sessions are also 

recorded and available to all participants at their convenience. 

Topics range across the philosophical spectrum: from introductions to philosophy or semiotics, 

to specific thinkers’ contributions to specific issues, such as Thomistic metaphysics, natural law, 

the dialogues of Plato, the ethics of Aristotle, and so on.    

Lecture recordings will be available to all Lyceum members after the seminar has concluded.  

Seminar participants will also receive complete transcripts and notes for all seminars led by Dr. 

Kemple.  Other seminar leaders will provide additional material at their own discretion. 

Past seminars include: 

[2019 Summer] Aquinas’ Cosmological Vision 
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To understand the thought of Thomas Aquinas is to grasp concepts far removed  from the 

ways of thinking common today.  In few issues is this more obvious than Thomas’ 

cosmological vision: which is not, as Enlightenment-inspired detractors would claim, 

dependent upon an outdated cosmology, but rather a vision which sees the inherent 

teleological ordering of all things within the universe. 

By  contrast, the often-unconscious presupposition today is that the universe has no  intrinsic  

order, and that the order observed in our own immediate surroundings is the product of 

accidental chance.  Looking at the texts of Thomas Aquinas, however—especially from the 

Summa contra Gentiles and the Summa Theologiae—we can observe that  the principles 

supporting Thomas’ understanding are still (and in fact always will be) valid and applicable, 

despite the greater complexity of the physical reality.   

 

[2019 Summer] Heidegger’s Phenomenological Method 

The term “phenomenology” has received a multitude of meanings over the past several 

centuries but today refers primarily to the loose collection of approaches initiated by Edmund 

Husserl with his 1900 (and revised in 1913) Logichse Untersuchungen, or Logical 

Investigations.  Yet these approaches, while all see in phenomenology something 

foundational about how it is that human beings know, vary widely.  Prominent among them, 

and very frequently misunderstood, is the phenomenological approach advocated by Martin 

Heidegger—who, although perhaps the best-known of Husserl’s students, departs most 

radically from his one-time teacher. 

In this seminar, we will examine the structure and practice of phenomenological method 

according to Heidegger, first by contrast with the background against which he developed it, 

second in his own descriptions, and third in his application of it.  We will conclude with a 

consideration of his essay “On the Essence of Truth”, in which we will see both the value and 

the limitations of the method. 

 

[2019 Fall] Semiotics – An Introduction 

What is a sign?  Though a seemingly simple question, and one which may receive a technically 

simple answer, attaining a clear understanding of signs is a task both very difficult and very 

important; so important, in fact, that the whole future of philosophy (and by extension, 

human knowledge in general) depends upon our getting the answer right.  A great deal of our 

present difficulty, in the 21st century, follows from several centuries’ failure to attain a true 

semiotics.  To begin rectifying this, I believe we must draw on a handful of key sources: John 

Poinsot, Charles Sanders Peirce, and John Deely.  In this seminar, we will focus on Peirce and 

his unique contributions to the foundations of the discipline of semiotics proper and show 

how we must instantiate an understanding of signs in our day-to-day practices, both 

practically and theoretically. 
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Among the specific goals for the seminar are to understand the general theory of semiotics—

as the study of the action of signs—which was founded in Charles Peirce and has since been 

developed; to understand the categorical basis of Peirce’s thought, or his “phaneroscopy”; 

and to understand especially how signs play a role in human thinking. 

 

[2019 Fall] Thomistic Psychology: Retrieval 

Two momentous intellectual events occurred in 1879: Wilhelm Wundt founded the first 

formal laboratory for psychological research at the University of Leipzig, and Pope Saint Leo 

XIII released the encyclical Aeterni Patris, which exhorted the retrieval and teaching of Saint 

Thomas Aquinas in Catholic universities.  The first, while a legitimate and necessary approach 

to understanding the human psyche, needs a more robust follow-through on the second; that 

is, the scientific understanding of the human psyche needs a philosophical understanding, 

and no philosopher has provided as strong an understanding of the human psyche as Thomas 

Aquinas.  Thus, we seek to retrieve this understanding in a way conducive to an overall 

deepening of our psychological insight. 

At the center of this retrieval is a threefold recovery and clarification: 1) of the understanding 

of the ψυχή, anima, or soul; 2) of the faculties by means of which the soul operates; and 3), 

of the notion of habits as structuring both these faculties individually and the entire soul.  

These recoveries and clarifications will help us understand personhood. 

 

[2020 Winter] Introduction to Philosophical Thinking 

What is philosophy?  Is it something we study—as subject, like biology or literature?  Is it 

something each of us has, individually—as in, “my personal philosophy”?  Is it a relic of 

history?  An intellectual curiosity?  A means to impress at cocktail parties and on social media? 

Or perhaps—as this seminar will attempt to demonstrate—philosophy is a way of thinking 

relatively easy to identify but very difficult to practice.  Mere description of the practice does 

not suffice for understanding it; one must, rather, engage in the practice itself.  This 

engagement requires discipline of the mind and the consistent willingness to pursue 

philosophy not merely as a hobby, but as a habit.  For those who have the will, this seminar 

will provide the means: namely through a schedule of carefully-selected readings and 

persistent dialogue—both in the seminar discussion sessions and through the Lyceum 

platform.  This incipient practice of philosophy will not make you a philosopher; but it will 

engender in those who seize it the germ of a true philosophical habit.  

 

[2020 Winter] Thomistic Psychology: Action Theory 

Beginning in the Fall of 2019, the Continuum Philosophical Insight Lyceum began a project of 

“Retrieving Thomistic Psychology” with an eight-week seminar that laid the foundations of 
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an understanding that avoids the pitfalls of modern psychology.  Now, in the Winter of 2020, 

a following “Thomistic Psychology - Action Theory” seminar will investigate the various 

operations Thomas Aquinas details as part of the process of human action in the Summa 

theologiae, prima secundae pars, qq.6-18.  That is, here we will focus upon what makes our 

acts specifically human. 

One should be familiar with a general Thomistic psychology (as given in the previous seminar, 

or from other education) before beginning the study of action theory.  Here, we will look 

closely at the nature of voluntary action, the dynamism between the intellect and the will, 

and the specific procession of acts whereby we move from thinking to doing. 

 

More details about the seminars, including the current and upcoming schedules, are available on 

the “Information” tab in the Lyceum Institute General channel. 

 

2.2.  COLLOQUIA 

In addition to regularly-scheduled seminars, guest lecturers will also be invited, from time to 

time, to provide unique insight in a roughly 20-40 minute pre-recorded lecture, followed 

approximately a week later by a live question and answer session.  These colloquia allow us to 

continually expand the breadth of our considerations. 

Like the seminars, Lyceum Institute members’ participation in colloquia is entirely voluntary—

but, just as with the seminars, strongly encouraged.  Unlike the seminars, no additional cost is 

involved. 

Members will have ample time to listen to the lecture, reflect upon it, re-listen, and formulate 

good, thoughtful questions about the content.  Question and answer sessions are also recorded 

for posterity. 

  

2.3.  QUAESTIONES  DISPUTATAE   

Among the central practices for education in the Latin Age university was the quaestio 

disputatae.  Bernando Bazán describes it thus:1  

a disputed question is a regular form of teaching, apprenticeship and research, presided over by a master, 
characterized by a dialectical method which consists of bringing forward and examining arguments based 
on reason and authority which oppose one another on a given theoretical or practical problem and which 
are furnished by participants, and where the master must come to a doctrinal solution by an act of 
determination which confirms him in his function as master 

 
1 Bazán 1985, cited from <https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/medieval-literary/#DisQuaQuoQue>. 

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/medieval-literary/#DisQuaQuoQue
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This dialectical approach to education subsided as authoritative speaking became increasingly 

focused on monological proclamations given through books and lectures.  But among the 

retrievals affected by the digital paradigm is the capacity for the dialectical: we no longer 

exchange thoughts through centralized, unidirectional media; we are no longer constrained by 

news broadcasts, television personalities, and major publishers. 

Reviving the centrality of dialectical development, the Lyceum includes participation in a program 

of regular quaestiones disputatae for all members: that is, all members are encouraged to submit 

their questions for the purposes of sharpening our habits of questioning—with a view toward 

eventually formulating systematic disputationes. 

How does it work? 

Let’s give an example: say a member wants to understand the notion of principles in the 

philosophy of Thomas Aquinas.  The member might post the following question: 

What is the meaning of “principle” in Thomas Aquinas? 

This question—though a good one—could be improved.  Thus, another member might ask, of 

the first, “Do you mean just in Aquinas or in the Thomistic tradition generally?”  Or, “Are we 

comparing this with Aristotle’s arche?” or “Are we just concerned with what it means for Thomas, 

or are we concerned with what it means in itself?”  A continued process of refinement can unfold 

over days or weeks—even months.  Members can also post suggestions: “Read chapters 1 and 5 

in De principiis naturae” or “Have you considered what Aertsen says in Nature and Creature?” 

In the last week of each month, a video chat session will be held to discuss any open quaestiones 

that members have proposed. 

 

2.4.  LANGUAGES  AND  THE  TRIVIUM 

Among the focuses in any liberal education must be the study of language: that is, the primary 

source of human-specific communication.  This study becomes especially important in the digital 

medium, where the other aspects of communication—posture, use of hands, tone, diction, etc.—

are at best muted (being less evocative when delivered through a screen and a microphone) or 

almost entirely absent altogether.  Thus a mastery of syntax and semantics forms a crucial part 

of the educational experience.  It always has; but even more so, as we move away from the 

ephemeral medium of television, does it become imperative that we understand how words 

convey thoughts. 

Thus, we will study not only foreign languages—with plans to include Latin, Ancient Greek, 

French, and German—but also English (the native language of most but not all Lyceum Institute 

members), as well as the nature of language in general.  Incorporated in such a study is an 

attunement to logic and rhetoric as well: for it is the nature of the traditional trivium (grammar, 

logic, and rhetoric) that each spirals into, draws upon, and builds up the others. 
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2.5.  SYMPOSIA 

To educate a mind liberally requires not only developing the intellectual faculties, but also well-

attuning the perceptual.  To that end, regular exposure to artistic works—those that convey 

beauty through their sight and sound (those being the senses we can use through a digital 

medium)—forms a part of the environment of the Lyceum Institute. 

The Symposium channel is dedicated to sharing and discussing works of art.  This occurs both 

through posts and pre-scheduled presentations given by members on a volunteer basis.  

Occasionally, external guests will be brought in to provide presentations from within their own 

fields of expertise and knowledge.  

 

2.5.  RESEARCH  AND  RESOURCES 

Digital technology is inherently archival: the very nature of computers, the internet, and 

specifically the Teams platform consists in retaining what has happened and providing 

categorized means of storing and retrieving that collection of information.  Thus, among the 

many things provided by the Lyceum Institute is the Resource Archive. 

Here, you will find organized many books, articles, diagrams, and other helpful miscellany in the 

pursuit of a liberal education, spread out across a variety of disciplines and topics.  Members are 

encouraged to share their own—legal—resources within this archive. 

These resources are also intended to contribute to the collaborative research efforts being 

conducted at the Lyceum Institute, which consist principally in applying the classical wisdom and 

insight of historical philosophical traditions to contemporary difficulties and anticipated future 

developments. 

 

2.6.  CONTINUED  DEVELOPMENT 

Among the benefits of a digital environment is the possibility of adapting to new technologies 

and technological possibilities with minimal disruption.  Thus, the Lyceum Institute is poised to 

adopt new ideas, new means for learning, researching, discussing, and anything which improves 

the habits of our mind. 
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TECHNICAL  GUIDE 
 

MICROSOFT  TEAMS 

The Microsoft Teams Application provides the Lyceum Institute its primary digital means for living 

a communal life of the intellect.  Many of us find our lives increasingly permeated by the digital 

and increasing find our personal interactions occur through social media.  But social media 

platforms are in many ways inimical to the life of the intellect; our personal connections are 

frequently interrupted by outsiders, by the latest trend, the biggest outcry of the day.  The 

attention and focus necessary to contemplate truth and investigate its disclosure through 

dialectical means and study are dashed by the continual irruptions of “Something New”; latest 

tweets, newest followers, newest posts, notifications—a flurry of activity that subsides and is 

forgotten within a day or an hour. 

This discordant ephemerality moves us away from the best ways of using what networked digital 

technology enables: thoughtful and enduring dialectical inquiry seeking after the truth. 

Microsoft Teams, though intended initially as a workplace collaboration tool, allows for all 

members of the Lyceum Institute instead to pursue communally this thoughtful and enduring 

dialectical inquiry; not to producing goods or services, not to earning degrees or certificates, but 

to instilling and continually renewing a philosophical habit that makes us critically-reflective on 

the world and ourselves: to making us not only better informed—or perhaps it is more correctly 

said, more knowledgeable—but better thinkers, too. 

Accessing the Lyceum Institute is simple and can be done either through a web browser (with 

some limitation of features) or through the Teams app, available either by desktop (PC and Mac) 

or recent-generation smartphone (Android or iPhone).  I strongly recommend using a desktop (or 

laptop/Surface-like tablet) to get the most out of the platform, and having the smartphone app 

to help build the habits.   

 

TEAMS  DESKTOP  ORIENTATION 

To begin, you will need to sign-in to office.com with the username (yourname@cp-insight.com) 

and password assigned to you after your registration.  This will bring you to the Office landing 

page: 

https://office.com/
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From here, you can access all the apps included with the Microsoft Business Essentials 365 

License, as well as download and install many of them.  You can also edit your profile and account 

settings by clicking on the picture in the top right of the screen. 

For accessing the Lyceum Institute platform, open the Teams app (pictured at the bottom left of 

the image).  This will open a new browser tab and prompt you to either download the desktop 

app or use the web app instead.   Again, I strongly recommend downloading the desktop app. 

Once Teams has opened, you will be given a screen that looks like this (web app version): 

 

Again, you may change your profile and app settings by clicking on the picture at the top right 

(including the choice of a dark mode setting, which you will see in all subsequent images). 
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At the leftmost side of the screen you will see a few tabs (including Activity, Chat, Teams, 

Calendar, Files) a menu (•••) for more apps that are integrated into the Teams platform, and at 

the bottom, options to download the desktop app (if you haven’t already), to browse other apps 

which may be integrated, and the Help launcher.  Under the Help launcher, you can find training 

videos and more to help you better familiarize yourself with Teams. 

The Activity tab shows you a summary of all the latest things to have happened relevant to your 

account.  For instance, if you are added to a new Team, or someone responds to you in a chat.  

You can also see your own activity summarized here, or filter by the kind of activity you’d like to 

see (unread messages, mentions, etc.).  This is a helpful way to keep on top of what is happening 

on the Platform across multiple Teams, conversations, chats, and file-related activities. 

The Chat tab allows you to have private conversations with individuals or groups.  While the 

Lyceum Institute aims to foster public conversation, there are some questions or discussions that 

are better suited to private exchanges.  Note that any abuse of this function for harassment will 

be severely punished (see Rules, “1. Harassment” for more information). 

 

The typing bar at the bottom has a number of options.  The leftmost button will allow you to add 

formatting to your message.  The second allows 

delivery options (standard, important, urgent).  

You may also add attachments, emojis, gifs, 

stickers, schedule a meeting, or incorporate 

content from other integrated apps.  At the top 

right, you may initiate video or audio calls, or 

screen sharing (some functionality limited to the 

desktop application).  You can also see more 

information about the user with whom you are 
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chatting, or invite another user into your conversation. 

The Teams tab is the center of the Lyceum Institute.  Here, you can access each “Team” to which 

you have been added.  Everyone on the platform is part of the “Lyceum Institute” team, which 

comprises several channels: General, Latin Study, Lecture Archives, News and Events, 

Quaestiones Disputatae, Resource Archive, and Symposium (more channels may be added as 

needed).  Each channel has a number of tabs located towards the top of the screen (Posts, Files, 

Wiki, etc.) that serve a different function.  Let’s take a look at the Resources channel for an 

example (I have cropped the screen shot a little to keep it focused). 

 

Here, we are on the Posts tab (formerly “Conversations”).  Each conversation is a thread (a bit 

like Facebook).  You can start a new conversation from the typing box at the bottom (be careful 

that you are not starting a new conversation when you mean to reply).  By default, longer 

messages in conversations will be partly-hidden and can be expanded by clicking on the “See 

more” text at the bottom of each.  Click on “← Reply”. 

If we look at the other tabs, we see: Files, Wiki, Stanford Encyclopedia … [new] and Internet 

Encyclopedia… [new].  These last two are integrated websites (i.e., websites opening within the 

Teams app).  If we go to the Files tab… 
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Here we will find a familiar Folder > File structure.  One can produce new files directly from 

integrated apps (Word, Excel, PowerPoint), upload files from one’s harddrive, integrate a cloud 

service (DropBox, Google Drive, but—oddly enough—not yet OneDrive), and more.  If we 

navigate to a particular file, this will give us many more options as to what we can do. 
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In this screenshot, I have moved to the folder containing works by Latin Thomists (roughly from 

1380 to 1644).  As you can see, there are a number of files that have been uploaded to this folder.  

We can sort them by name, type, when they were modified, etc.  At the right is a menu (•••) with 

various options.  Please do not mess around with anything—feel free to download files or share 

them within the Teams organization (by getting a link), but deleting, renaming, etc., are options 

that for whatever reason I cannot seem to disable—yet.  Many of these files are very large and 

take a long time to upload, so messing around with them is a massive inconvenience to everyone.  

Likewise, they have been named in a deliberate way, to keep them organized, and mucking about 

with their names is a good way to irritate me (I’ll be able to see who has done these sorts of 

things, and it may result in your access being revoked). 

With that aviso curtly delivered: for example I have selected the file named “Poinsot[1632]-

CursusPhilosophicusI.pdf”, the first volume of the Vives edition of Poinsot’s massive work in 

Thomistic philosophy.  It will open directly in the Teams app through an integrated PDF viewer.  

In addition to pagination, zoom, rotation, and search options (some PDFs are OCR modified, 

meaning the text is searchable; others, especially older texts with harder-to-scan fonts, are not), 

I may “start a conversation” about the file.  This conversation will appear in the Posts tab and will 

also be available to anyone else who looks at the file. 
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As you can see here, the PDF is open while the conversation pane sits alongside it to the right.  A 

notification appears in the bottom right that someone has replied to the conversation that I 

started (using a test account).  If we were to navigate back to the Posts tab, we would see this 

same conversation, with a link to the PDF. 

All Files tabs, in every channel and team, works in the same fashion.  This includes the Lecture 

Archives—so if you listen to an old lecture and have a question, you can type “@Brian Kemple”, 

for instance, and ask me what I meant (I can’t promise I’ll know, but I can promise I’ll try to help!). 

Note that each seminar is conducted in its own Team.  Also, do not neglect the Search bar at the 

top of the application: this powerful utility allows you to search every chat, message, and file 

contained in all aspects of the Lyceum Institute to which you have access. 

 

TEAMS  SMARTPHONE  ORIENTATION 

To begin using Teams on your smartphone, you will need to go to your respective app store.  The 

images here are taken from a Samsung Galaxy S8 (Android). 

      

You will need to sign-in with the username (yourname@cp-insight.com) and password assigned 

to you after your registration.  This will bring you to the Activity tab, from where you can see all 

of the most recent responses to you, reactions to your activity, or mentions in chats or channels. 
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At the bottom of the screen, four other tabs are visible: Chat, Teams, Calendar, and Calls.  The 

Chat tab allows you to have private conversations with individuals or groups.  While the Lyceum 

Institute aims to foster public conversation, there are some questions or discussions that are 

better suited to private exchanges.  Note the buttons at the bottom, which allow attachment of 

images, files, advanced text editing, and more.  Note also, and most importantly, that any abuse 

of this function for harassment will be severely punished (see Rules, “1. Harassment” for more 

information). 

The Teams tab (images on subsequent page) is the center of the Lyceum Institute.  Here, you can 

access each “Team” to which you have been added.  Everyone on the platform is part of the 

“Lyceum Institute” team, which comprises several channels: General, Latin Study, Lecture 

Archives, News and Events, Quaestiones Disputatae, Resource Archive, and Symposium (more 

channels may be added as needed).  Note the search button (magnifying glass) at the top right 

of the Teams tab.  This allows you to search all messages, people, chats, and files for specific 

terms.  Each channel has a three tabs at the top of the screen (Posts, Files, More) that serve a 

different function.  Let’s take a look at the Resource Archive channel for an example. 

Here, I am on the “Posts” tab.  You can see two distinct “Posts”: the first a conversation on a 

specific file, the second an update with links to recently-added content.  We can further see a 

glimpse of the Files tab, both within the Resources Archive and the Lecture Archive. 
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There are few things one cannot do from the smartphone app—thus, you can tune into meetings, 

seminars, chats, and conversations of all kinds; listen to lectures, use the chat feature, download 

PDFs, and nearly anything else while on the go.  The desktop app does allow a richer experience, 

but the smartphone apps do wonders to assist our immersion in the resources that the Lyceum 

Institute offers. 

 

LEGAL & CODE OF CONDUCT 
The Continuum Philosophical Insight Lyceum Institute (“Lyceum” or “Lyceum Institute”) is the 

service provided to all subscribers through Microsoft Teams, including the associated Microsoft 

Essentials License, all Teams, Channels, Chats, Apps, and resources which are accessed through 

the Continuum Philosophical Insight Organization, as defined by the web and email addresses of 

cp-insight.com and @cp-insight.com. 

By signing up for the Lyceum Institute you are agreeing to comply with all rules, stipulations, 

and conditions established in this document for as long as your subscription to the Lyceum is 

current.  Continuum Philosophical Insight (“CPI”) takes no responsibility for any abuses to these 

rules, stipulations, and conditions committed by subscribers to the Lyceum Institute, nor for any 

actions which are outside the relevant laws of both CPI’s jurisdiction and/or the offending party. 

RULES 

1. Harassment 

2. Privacy 

3. File Sharing 

4. Charity 

5. Concerns 

1.  HARASSMENT 

The Lyceum Institute has an absolute zero tolerance policy for harassment of any members 

whatsoever.  Harassment is defined here as any unwanted direct messaging (i.e., persisting 

without re-invitation after the receiving party has asked that they stop), insults or crass speech 

directed at another member of the Lyceum Institute, or any other behavior deemed unfitting by 

a Lyceum Institute moderator or the owner. 

Note that by this definition, harassment must be deemed to be directed at a person, and not at 

ideas.  For example, “You are such a moron” is harassment.  “That idea is idiotic” is not.  While 

the latter is discouraged (see “4. Charity”), it does not constitute harassment. 

If you personally or someone else you know is being harassed, contact the Lyceum Institute 

administrator, Brian Kemple (kemple@cp-insight.com) immediately and it will receive attention 

as soon as possible. 

mailto:kemple@cp-insight.com
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2.  PRIVACY 

The Lyceum Institute is a place for the free discussion of all matters, and may involve 

controversial opinions, positions, claims, or arguments.  In order that these matters may be 

meaningfully, intelligently, and honestly the focus of our dialectic requires that each member 

have the right to a reasonable expectation of privacy. 

As such, subscribers are prohibited from sharing any content—by copying, screenshotting, or 

otherwise replicating—produced on the Lyceum Institute, including all private chats and public 

conversations, without the explicit consent of all involved parties; this prohibition includes the 

founder of the Lyceum Platform, Brian Kemple.  Anyone found in violation of this rule will be 

asked to immediately remove the shared content and agrees to pay a fine of $100 USD to each 

violated party (which the violated party may decline).  Anyone who refuses to remove the shared 

content agrees to pay a fine of $1000 USD to each violated party (which the violated party may 

decline, in which case CPI will assume that portion of the fine) and will have their Lyceum 

membership revoked immediately. 

3.  FILE  SHARING 

Members are free to share files within the confines of the law.  This means no sharing of files to 

which you do not have the rights.  No files containing lewd or lascivious material—including 

pornography, explicitly sexualized nudity, vulgar language, or anything you wouldn’t send to your 

grandmother—should be shared at any time for any reason.  Use good common sense and err 

on the side of caution. 

4.  CHARITY 

By “charity” is meant specifically the charitable reading and responding to others in any on-going 

discussion.  Everyone here is here for the same reason: to improve understanding.  But everyone 

might wander away from that goal on occasion, both in their own endeavors and in responding 

to those of other people.  To safeguard against losing the path of understanding altogether, it is 

best to look at all things in the most charitable light possible.  Disagreement here never need turn 

nasty, and, by our common interest and pursuit, we should all by default be friends of a sort. 

5.  CONCERNS 

Please do not hesitate to bring any of your concerns to me, Brian Kemple (kemple@cp-

insight.com) at any time.  The Lyceum should be a means to bettering our understanding, not a 

cause for anxiety, stress, or discomfort (except, of course, as a consequence of intellectual 

struggle). 

 

mailto:kemple@cp-insight.com
mailto:kemple@cp-insight.com

